
Exchange Plus Fixed

Exchange Plus flip tops feature the latest version of our outstanding own design low profile 
castors. They glide easily but are barely perceptible. Exchange Plus offers even easier 
assembly and extra rigidity. Standard widths range up to 1500mm. Most manufacturers 
only supply this bespoke.

Cable management flaps can be central or offset. A matching leg shroud enables wiring 
to be run or removed swiftly. Modesty panels are optional and re-movable. When not 
needed, tables stack easily in minimal space.  Exchange Plus is easily to link. To achieve 
the impressive consistent look pictured above right, we can match veneers for your entire 
project. 

Exchange Plus 
Range



For boardrooms and situations where that little extra is required, Exchange Plus is the 
ideal choice. It brings all Opus Magnum’s uncompromising quality to a standard range.   
Exchange Plus offers excellent proportions and even better concealed cable management.  
Choosing this range adds a stylish cachet to any office. For extra flexibility, easily moved flip 
top versions are available, which still have that ‘permanent’ look.



Exchange Plus Flip Top

Exchange plus flip tops range from 800mm by 1600mm up to 1500mm by 3000mm. This 
is much wider than most standard specifications on the market, conferring a boardroom 
feel. Exchange plus link easily in any arrangement.

Exchange plus flip tops feature our highly praised own design, low level castor - smooth 
gliding and virtually invisible. Cable management flaps can be central or offset, with the 
cabling itself run through simple to use matching shrouds.  
           
To create a strong impression and for consistency, we offer a veneer matching service for 
your entire project. Optional modesty panels are removable.





Opus Magnum is an FSC certified company

Table Info

Veneer: we offer three veneers as standard: 
European oak, maple and American black walnut. 
These can be either crown or straight grain. 
However, any other available wood can be used and 
we are happy to advise on that.

Finishes Edge Detail
Our tables are supplied with a choice of three edgings. 
 

Pre-lipped: is particularly suitable where tables are 
likely to be linked.
  

Chamfer: is perhaps more stylish. Chamfer and  
pre-lipped enable the top finish to be taken right to the 
edge.

Post-lipped: offers a solid wood chamfer. This can 
provide an attractive contrast on the surface. Being 
more damage resistant, it increases longevity but costs 
more.

Laminate: we also supply a wide selection of 
laminates in both wood grain effect and plain colours.  
Edgings can be colour matched or contrasting.
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We consider this a critical part of Opus Magnum’s service and offer 
a comprehensive set of solutions.
  
Any arrangement of power or data connections can be fitted, with 
retractable cable options for fixed tables.
  
Boxes can be central or offset as required. We offer two flaps, which 
are flush mounted and always match the surface veneer.

Pivot hinges: open 95 degrees with a soft close mechanism. 
These are less suitable for flip tops.

Soss hinges: open 180 degrees. They have a magnetic fastening 
but no soft close option.

  

Cable Management

Fixed Tables: can be square, rectangular, 
elliptical, round or barrel shaped. Rounded 
corners are an optional extra. 

Standard sizes are from 800mm wide x 
1600mm long up to 1500mm x 6000mm long.

The maximum diameter for circular tables is 
3000mm. 
Standard thickness is 30mm. 
Inquire for other dimensions.  

Flip Tops: are from 800mm wide x 1600mm 
long up 1500mm x 3000mm, all with a 
thickness of 25mm.  

Other dimensions are available on request.

Sizes

Other, proprietary boxes can be fitted if required. They have a metal 
flap and tend to be more restricted in their connections.


